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1. Abstract 

The main goal of this project is to design a retrofittable home lighting system that is both 

innovative and ergonomic. This is accomplished using sensors on the walls in a home to detect 

knocking, which would trigger the lights to change according to where and how you knock. This 

system uses piezo-vibration sensors to feed analog information about knocks to an Arduino. 

The Arduino then processes the sensor data and appropriately signals dimmable switches using 

an X10 one way transmitter. Through testing different kinds of tapping, at different distances, on 

different materials, we surmised that groupings of two sensors provide a dependable and 

constant controllability. Ideally we’d like to re-implement this technology with Z-Wave wireless 

protocol (Z-Wave is optimal for home automation) or IEEE 802.11 which could be used in 

conjunction with wireless devices, like smartphones and tablets, to add control and data from 

light sensors to our system. 
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2. Introduction 

A new age of smart homes is quickly approaching from the horizon to present day. 

Home automation will soon include interfacing home power systems with energy suppliers, 

allowing for more robust control and ultimately power savings. The new energy management 

systems allow for your smart appliances to communicate with each other and the grid, signaling 

lights and appliances to reduce power consumption during times of high energy demand. We 

offer a further degree of lighting control that could just as well enhance preexisting energy 

management systems. This system was created not only to advance the field of home 

automation technology, but to create more natural living environment for humans as well. It is 

easily forgotten that people are still animals, with technology evolving faster than ourselves, our 

homes, our new natural environment should be as compatible and functional for humans as 

possible. Home lighting has obvious importance, humanity requires light to see in these closed 

off houses we live in and to see at night, but any system can be improved on in terms of power 

efficiency. We have created a dimmable sound activated lighting system, which consumes less 

overall power and gives consumers more comprehensive and ergonomic control of their 

surrounds. Below is a simplified diagram of our proposed systems composition. 

 

3. Methods 

     3.1 Gesture Design 

After initialization, two knocks above will request full brightness, two knock bellow 

will turn the lights completely off. Dim-ability was a critical functionality we wanted to this 

design to have. To achieve brightening of one level, one must knock once above the 

initialization point, successive knocking will further brighten the light by one level a 

knock. Dimming works in the opposite fashion, much like the lights off gesture, knocking 
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below initialization will dim one level, successive dimming is also the same. This 

gesturing system leads to the psudo-code shown in fig. 1. 

 

       Fig. 1: pseudo-code gesture flowchart 

 

3.2 Hardware 

         3.2.1. Vibration Sensors: 

Two piezo vibration sensors(SEN-09198) in a vertical column were 

    used in this design, acting as the base case, repeatable unit for a total system  

design. An example of this sensor pair is shown in fig. 2 below. 
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   Fig. 2: sensor pair 

 

3.2.1.1. Single Sensor Design Qualities 

Each individual sensor has an approximately exponentially decaying voltage 

response to increasing distance from the knock. The voltage response varies widely with 

the type and strength of knock, as well as the material the sensor is fastened to. Various 

walls have different acoustic impedances that reduces vibration strength through the wall 

per square meter based on the wall density and the frequency of the sound. This decay 

is exponential, under ideal conditions, through the medium. By experimenting on various 

common building materials such as wood, sheetrock, brick, etc., it was determined that 

drywall is the best standard wall material for this design.  

A minimum threshold voltage must be used to distinguish noise from user inputs. 

Therefore the threshold must be high enough to never register noise as an input, while 

being low enough to register nearly all user inputs correctly. This voltage threshold 

depends heavily on acoustic impedance. From the walls tested in this design, a bare 
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minimum voltage of around 0.1 volts was necessary to remove noise from miscellaneous 

sounds (i.e. stomping, jumping, moving furniture, environmental sounds, etc.)  

Through testing it was observed that the minimum threshold radius is relatively 

uniform, forming an approximately circular ring of detection.  

 

3.2.1.2. Double Sensor Design 

A single sensor can reliably detect an input from several feet away. However, 

our system relies on knocking gestures that are interpreted based on the relative  

knocking height of several sequential knocks. Therefore, if two sequential knocks  

vary in strength, it is impossible to determine the relative vertical position by using only 

the voltage response of a single sensor. Another issue with using only a single sensor, is 

that standard walls are typically 8’0” high. So, if the minimum voltage threshold radius is 

too small, there is a reliability issue when a user inputs weaker knocks or inputs near the 

fringe of detection.  

A vertical double sensor pair allows the system to distinguish between relative 

sequential knocking heights regardless of the strength of the individual knocks.  

 

3.2.1.3. Wall Coverage Optimization 

The sensors that make up each sensor pair must have a widely overlapping 

minimum voltage threshold radius (see details in figure 3). A wide overlap ensures that 

for any knock in the normal knocking region, both sensors will register an input. The 

maximum separation possible must be determined experimentally based on the specific 

wall in order to account for variations of acoustic impedance between different materials 

as well as different variations/consistencies of similar materials. In general, the minimum 

voltage threshold radius must be larger than the vertical separation of sensors, as shown 

in the simplified diagram in fig. 3.  

Sensor pairs must be placed across the entire wall, separated by a distance with 

minimal overlap, while still covering the entire normal knocking area of the wall. As 

discussed earlier, this distance varies from wall to wall due to differences in acoustic 

impedance, and is best determined experimentally for each wall.  
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Fig. 3: simplified sensor coverage diagram 

 

 

A simplified geometry, assuming the sensing threshold radius remains constant 

in all directions, as shown in fig. 3, is used to determine a maximum horizontal distance 

for a generalized application. In fig. 3, d_vert represents the vertical distance between 

sensors in the sensor pairs, r represents the minimum voltage threshold radius of each 

individual sensor, and d_hor represents the maximum allowed horizontal distance 

between groupings of sensor pairs while maintaining total coverage of the wall’s normal 

knocking area. The distance, d_hor, is determined by using the Pythagorean Theorem 

and is shown in eq. 1.  This horizontal distance is the maximum possible in an ideal 

setting.  

 

𝐝𝐡𝐨𝐫 = 𝟐√𝐫𝟐 − (½𝐝𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐭)𝟐                                        Eq. 1 
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As this equation gives the maximum possible distance under ideal conditions, it is 

advised to install the system with a horizontal distance of at most 80% d_hor.  

 

3.2.2. Arduino Uno: 

  Our design uses an Arduino Uno(a microcontroller board) to interpret  

voltages from the sensors as well as to send commands to the x10 transmitter  

based on those interpreted inputs. A single Arduino Uno is sufficient for exactly 3  

sensor pairs, by utilizing all analog inputs, a0 to a5. The Arduino uses the analog  

input information to control commands sent to one transmitter. The code we have  

written is based off of the Arduino “Analog Read” example code and the example  

codes in the x10.h library. The entire code is appended to the end of this report in the  

section titled Arduino Code.  

  

 

3.2.2.1 Inputs 

The sensors comprising a top and bottom sensor pair are tied into input A0 and 

A1 of the Arduino. The Arduino will only register a voltage above the predetermined 

threshold as discussed in the subsection Single Sensor Design Qualities of section 

Hardware. When a user knocks on the wall the max voltage over a small time period 

from both the top and bottom sensor are stored. This time window lets the system 

account for the time difference of peak signal strength between each sensor, due to the 

constant speed at which vibrations propagate through the wall, when a user knocks 

higher or lower on the wall. The same is done for following knocks. The Arduino uses the 

ratio of peak signals between the top and bottom sensor of the first knock to determine a 

starting point on the wall. By comparing this ratio to the peak signal ratios of further 

knocks, the relative knocking height of the knocks are determined. The relative height is 

determined regardless of the knocking strength of sequential knocks(above a minimum 

strength), because a comparison of the ratios of signal strength are used. 
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3.2.2.2. Output   

Based on the recorded inputs, the Arduino checks which gesture was used and 

then sends the proper command to the transmitter. Our system uses one way x10 based 

power line system for communication. 

      

 

 3.2.3. x10 Transmitter: 

  An x10 PSC04 Interface Module Transmitter was used in this design. The  

Arduino sends command requests to the transmitter via its digital output pins, based on 

the Arduino’s analog inputs from the sensors as discussed earlier. The transmitter then 

sends those requested commands through the power line. The transmitter can only send 

a single command at a time composed of a string of initialization codes used to specify 

which receiver will receive the command and a function code to tell the receiver which 

function to perform.  There are four relevant function codes that can be sent in this 

design: “on”, “off”, “bright”, and “dim”. Since these commands can only be sent one at a 

time, the rate at which commands can be sent is of obvious importance to the speed of 

the overall system. X10 communicates through power lines and therefore its rate of 

communication is largely limited by the Mains frequency (60hz in the USA). The rate of 

communication is further diminished by reliability issues of the x10 protocol and other 

factors. With all of these factors taken into account, the rate of communication is 

approximately 2 to 3 commands per second. This transfer rate is a large bottleneck on 

the systems total performance rate, but is a non-issue for the design other than its effect 

on aesthetics. 

 

 

3.2.4. x10 Receiver: 

        An x10 WS467 Wall Switch Module was used. This module is a one way  
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receiver with a manual override switch for cutting power to the load and a button for 

manual switching and dimming control. Each receiver has a unique i.d. consisting of a 

house code, ranging from A to P, and a unit code, ranging from 1 to 16,  that can be set 

using a physical dial on the surface of the receiver. A specific receiver will receive a 

command from the transmitter through the power lines only if the proper string of 

initialization codes, a start code and an address code,  are sent through the power lines. 

If the proper address code is issued, the receiver will then execute the function code of 

the command. After receiving one of the four relevant function codes, the receiver 

adjusts its output voltage levels in 21 level increments ranging from 0 to 120 volts, 

changing the intensity of a light or string of lights. Each level adjustment requires another 

command, however the Arduino and transmitter combined can queue any number of 

commands at once making it appear as if, for example, “dim 5 levels ” is a single 

command. 

   

  

4. Costs 

 

Component Cost($) Per Component 

Piezo Vibration Sensor SEN-09198 2.95 

x10 PSC04 Interface Module Transmitter 49.99 

x10 WS467 Wall Switch Module 22.99 

Arduino Uno 24.51 

Wiring and Biasing Resistors Negligible for our demonstration. 
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x10 XPCR Coupler Repeater Amplifier 89.99 (Only necessary for larger scale 

application)  

fig. 4: Cost chart of individual system components 

 

Our design required two sensors, one arduino uno, one transmitter, and one receiver, 

totalling $103.39. 

 

Using the above chart, the cost for implementing our design can be found in general. 

The necessary amount of sensors can be determined using the sensor analysis above. The 

amount of sensors needed determines the amount or type of controllers used. For larger 

designs arduino based control is not the best option, since as discussed earlier, each arduino 

can only control interpret input from 3 sensor pairs at max without external circuitry. A custom 

FPGA may work best for interpreting the input from many sensor pairs.  

There are two other additional costs in larger systems. Installation costs for wiring 

increase to significant levels in full home and larger scale applications. Also, the use of coupling 

repeater amplifiers is also necessary for larger systems using x10 based communication, to 

insure system reliability.  

  

5. Conclusions 

     5.1 Results 

  We tested multiple forms of contact gestures to determine which techniques 

 better suited the sensors in our system. In order of effectiveness, pounding with a 

 closed fist, open palm contact, and knocking with knuckles were all tested at fixed 

 distances from a single sensor. 
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  Fig. ?: single sensor voltage response 

   

 

  When using a minimum voltage threshold of 0.2 volts on sheetrock, a sensor 

has a minimum voltage threshold radius of over five feet (provided the user is instructed 

to use the proper knocking style). That is, the sensor will reliably be able to detect a user 

input at a distance of up to five feet.  

 

As shown in fig. 2, we used a vertical separation of 4’0” for our sheetrock wall. 

This separation was used to insure a perfect reliability on the user input end. 

 

For our design on sheetrock walls, d_vert=4’0”, r=5”0’ (approximately), and 

therefore the advisable horizontal distance between separate sensor pairs is 7’4”, using 

80% of d_hor found from eq. 1. 
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5.2 Future Works 

        We’ve produced was a proof of concept, to show that this type of technology  

could be achieved with devices available in the market, leaving a lot of room for future 

implementations. The addition of a sleep mode for the controller would reduce off state 

power consumption.  The device could be reactivated from sleep mode with an 

additional initialization knock. Ideally, our implementation should use a controller that is 

specifically designed for the task instead of using an Arduino, which are meant mostly 

for prototyping. In the future, this system should be moved from the clunky x10 

communications protocol to a more versatile wireless communication protocol. IEEE 

802.11 or Z-Wave are promising wireless protocols for this type of system. This would 

allow for advancements such as, smartphone control, signal broadcasting, and 

integration with other smart devices to further invigorate our system’s sensing 

capabilities. For further reduction of power consumption, it would be optimal to modify 

our system to use of LED light bulbs rather than incandescent light bulbs. LED lighting is 

a relatively burgeoning technology that would significantly reduce the on state power 

needs of home.              

  

6. Arduino Code 

#include <x10.h> 

#include <x10constants.h> 

  

const int zeroCrossPin = 2;  //sets up for digital pin 2 to be zero crossing pin 

const int dataPin   = 3;  //sets up for digital pin 3 to be data transfer pin 

  

// set up a new x10 instance: 

x10 myHouse =  x10(zeroCrossPin, dataPin); 
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// the setup routine runs once when you press reset: 

void setup() { 

  // initialize serial communication at 9600 bits per second: 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

} 

  

// the loop routine runs over and over again forever: 

void loop() { 

  // read the input on analog pin 0: 

  int lowValue = analogRead(A0); 

  int hiValue = analogRead(A1); 

  // Convert the analog reading (which goes from 0 - 1023) to a voltage (0 - 5V): 

  float lowVoltage = lowValue * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

  float hiVoltage = hiValue * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

  // print out the value you read: 

  

  // Detect first knock 

  if ((lowVoltage >= 0.2)||(hiVoltage >= 0.2)) { 

 for (int a = 0; a < 500; a++){ 

   int newLow = analogRead(A0); 

   int newHi = analogRead(A1); 

   if (newLow >= lowValue){ 

     lowValue = newLow; 

   } 

   if (newHi >= hiValue){ 

     hiValue = newHi; 
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   } 

 } 

 lowVoltage = lowValue * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

 hiVoltage = hiValue * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

 Serial.print("Hi max = "); 

 Serial.println(hiVoltage); 

 Serial.print("Low max = "); 

 Serial.println(lowVoltage); 

  

 int knock2 = 1; 

 while (knock2 == 1){ 

   knock2 = 0; 

   int HL; 

   // Detect second knock 

   Serial.println("Ready for second Knock"); 

   for (int a = 0; a < 3000; a++){ 

     int lowValue2 = analogRead(A0); 

     int hiValue2 = analogRead(A1); 

     float lowVoltage2 = lowValue2 * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

     float hiVoltage2 = hiValue2 * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

     if ((lowVoltage2 >= 0.2)||(hiVoltage2 >= 0.2)){ 

       for (int b = 0; b < 500; b++){ 

         int newLow2 = analogRead(A0); 

         int newHi2 = analogRead(A1); 

         if (newLow2 >= lowValue2){ 

           lowValue2 = newLow2; 
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         } 

         if (newHi2 >= hiValue2){ 

           hiValue2 = newHi2; 

         } 

       } 

       lowVoltage2 = lowValue2 * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

       hiVoltage2 = hiValue2 * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

       knock2 = 1; 

       Serial.print("Hi2 max = "); 

       Serial.println(hiVoltage2); 

       Serial.print("Low2 max = "); 

       Serial.println(lowVoltage2); 

       if ((hiVoltage2/lowVoltage2)>(hiVoltage/lowVoltage)){ 

         HL = 1; 

       }else{ 

         HL = 0; 

       } 

       break; 

     } 

     if (a == 2999){ 

       Serial.println("No second knock detected"); 

     } 

   } 

    

   if (knock2 == 1){ 

     // Detect double knock 
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     Serial.println("Ready for double knock"); 

     for (int a = 0; a < 3000; a++){ 

       int lowValue3 = analogRead(A0); 

       int hiValue3 = analogRead(A1); 

       float lowVoltage3 = lowValue3 * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

       float hiVoltage3 = hiValue3 * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

       if ((lowVoltage3 >= 0.2)||(hiVoltage3 >= 0.2)){ 

         for (int b = 0; b < 500; b++){ 

           int newLow3 = analogRead(A0); 

           int newHi3 = analogRead(A1); 

           if (newLow3 >= lowValue3){ 

             lowValue3 = newLow3; 

           } 

           if (newHi3 >= hiValue3){ 

             hiValue3 = newHi3; 

           } 

         } 

         lowVoltage3 = lowValue3 * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

         hiVoltage3 = hiValue3 * (5.0 / 1023.0); 

         Serial.print("Hi3 max = "); 

         Serial.println(hiVoltage3); 

         Serial.print("Low3 max = "); 

         Serial.println(lowVoltage3); 

         if (HL == 1){ 

           myHouse.write(A, UNIT_1, 2); 

           myHouse.write(A, ON, 2);  
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           myHouse.write(A, BRIGHT, 22); 

           Serial.println("Lights at full brightness"); 

         }else{ 

           myHouse.write(A, UNIT_1, 2); 

           myHouse.write(A, DIM, 22); 

           myHouse.write(A, OFF, 2); 

           Serial.println("Lights off"); 

         } 

         knock2 = 0; 

         break; 

       } 

     } 

     if (knock2 == 1){ 

       Serial.println("No double knock detected"); 

       if (HL == 1){ 

         myHouse.write(A, UNIT_1, 2); 

         myHouse.write(A, ON, 2); 

         myHouse.write(A, BRIGHT,5); // Sends 5 brighten commands out of 21 levels 

         Serial.println("Brightness level +1"); 

       }else{ 

         myHouse.write(A, UNIT_1, 2); 

         myHouse.write(A, DIM,5); // Sends 5 dim commands out of 21 levels 

         Serial.println("Brightness level -1"); 

       } 

     } 

   } 
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 }  

  } 

} 
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